COVID-19 Daily Update
1 p.m., Sept. 23, 2020

Current Situation Overview – Douglas County
Total Cases: 2,135 (1,630 Inactive/Past Infectious Period)
Current Active Cases: 505
Cases Added to Total: 17 (since Tuesday report)
Added to Inactive: 264 (since Tuesday)
Deaths: 10
Travel-Related Cases: 130
Local Transmission: 561
Contact of Positive Case: 792
Probable Case: 3
Transmission TBD: 649

Number of People in Douglas County Tested During Outbreak: 28,497 (KDHE testing map)

KU COVID-19 Dashboard Data

More Information at LDCHealth.org and douglascountyks.org/coronavirus

- The new cases that we report each weekday are the ones we report to you as we know about them — when the COVID test result is completed and we are informed by the KDHE that the person is positive. The 14-day moving average graph shows when the COVID test was performed on each positive case, which is a standard measurement.